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ABSTRACT
We propose a framework for audio-to-score alignment on
piano performance that employs automatic music transcrip-
tion (AMT) using neural networks. Even though the AMT
result may contain some errors, the note prediction out-
put can be regarded as a learned feature representation that
is directly comparable to MIDI note or chroma representa-
tion. To this end, we employ two recurrent neural networks
that work as the AMT-based feature extractors to the align-
ment algorithm. One predicts the presence of 88 notes or
12 chroma in frame-level and the other detects note onsets
in 12 chroma. We combine the two types of learned fea-
tures for the audio-to-score alignment. For comparability,
we apply dynamic time warping as an alignment algorithm
without any additional post-processing. We evaluate the
proposed framework on the MAPS dataset and compare
it to previous work. The result shows that the alignment
framework with the learned features significantly improves
the accuracy, achieving less than 10 ms in mean onset er-
ror.
1. INTRODUCTION
Audio-to-score alignment (also known as score following)
is the process of temporally fitting music performance au-
dio to its score. The task has been explored for quite a
while and utilized mainly for interactive music applica-
tions, for example, automatic page turning, computer-aided
accompaniment or interactive interface for active music
listening [1, 2]. Another use case of audio-to-score align-
ment is performance analysis which examines performer’s
interpretation of music pieces in terms of tempo, dynam-
ics, rhythm and other musical expressions [3]. To this end,
the alignment result must be sufficiently precise having
high temporal resolution. It was reported that the just-
noticeable difference (JND) time displacement of a tone
presented in a metrical sequence is about 10 ms for short
notes [4], which is beyond the current accuracy of the au-
tomatic alignment algorithm. This challenge has provided
the motivation for our research.
There are two main components in audio-to-score align-
ment: features used in comparing audio to score, and align-
ment algorithm between two feature sequences. In this
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paper, we limit our scope to the feature part. A typical
approach is converting MIDI score to synthesized audio
and comparing it to performance audio using various audio
features. The most common choices are time-frequency
representations through short time Fourier transformation
(STFT) [5] or auditory filter bank responses [6]. Others
suggested chroma audio features, which are designed to
minimize differences in acoustic quality between two pi-
ano audio such as timbre, dynamics and sustain effects [6].
However, the design process by hands relies on trial-and-
error and so is time-consuming and sub-optimal. Another
approach to audio-to-score alignment is converting the per-
formance audio to MIDI using automatic music transcrip-
tion (AMT) systems and comparing the performance to
score in the MIDI domain [7]. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that the transcribed MIDI is robust to timbre and
dynamics variations by the nature of the AMT system if
it predicts only the presence of notes. In addition, the syn-
thesis step is not required. However, the AMT system must
have high performance to predict notes accurately, which
is actually a challenging task.
In this paper, we follow the AMT-based approach for
audio-to-score alignment. To this end, we build two AMT
systems by adapting a state-of-art method using recurrent
neural networks [8] with a few modifications. One sys-
tem takes spectrograms as input and is trained in a super-
vised manner to predict a binary representation of MIDI in
either 88 notes or chroma. The prediction does not con-
sider intensities of notes, i.e. MIDI velocity. Using this
system only however does not provide precise alignment
because onset frames and sustain frames are equally im-
portant. In order to make up for the limitation, we use
another AMT system that is trained to predict the onsets of
MIDI notes in chroma domain. This was inspired from De-
caying Locally-adaptive Normalized Chroma Onset (DL-
NCO) feature by Ewert et al. [6]. Following the idea, we
employ decaying chroma note onset features which turned
out to offer not only temporally precise points but also
make onset frames salient. Finally, we combine the two
MIDI domain features and conduct dynamic time warping
algorithm on the feature similarity matrix. The evaluation
on the MAPS dataset shows that our proposed framework
significantly improves the alignment accuracy compared to
previous work.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 1. The
left-hand presents the two independent AMT systems that
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of proposed audio-to-score align-
ment system
return either 88 note or chroma output and chroma on-
set output, respectively. The outputs are concatenated and
aligned with the score MIDI through dynamic time warp-
ing (DTW). Since our main idea is not improving the per-
formance of AMT system but rather utilizing a neural-network
based system that produces features for audio-to-score align-
ment, we borrowed the state-of-art AMT system proposed
by Bo¨ck and Schedl [8]. However, we slighly modified the
training setting for our purpose.
2.1 Pre-processing
As aforementioned, our AMT system is based on the exist-
ing model. Therefore, we used the same multi-resolution
STFT with semitone spaced logarithmic compression in
the model. It first receives audio waveforms as input and
computes two types of short time Fourier transform (STFT),
one with a short window (2048 samples, 46.4 ms) and the
other with a long window (8192 samples, 185.8 ms), with
the same overlap (441 samples, 10 ms). The STFT with a
short time window gives temporally sensitive output while
the one with a longer window offers better frequency res-
olution. A Hamming window was applied on the signal
before the STFT. We only take magnitude of the STFT,
thereby obtaining spectrogram with 100 frames/sec.
To apply logarithmic characteristics of sound intensity,
a log-like compression with a multiplication factor 1000 is
applied on the magnitude of spectrograms. We then reduce
the dimensionality of inputs by filtering with semi-tone fil-
terbanks. The center frequencies are distributed according
to the frequencies of the 88 MIDI notes and the widths are
formed with overlapping triangular shape. This process
is not only effective for reducing size of inputs but also for
suppressing variance in piano tuning by merging neighbor-
ing frequency bins. In the low frequency, some note bins
become completely zero or linear summation of neighbor-
ing notes due to the low frequency resolution of the spec-
trogram. We remove those dummy note bins, thereby hav-
ing 183 dimensions in total. We augmented the input by
concatenating it with the first-order difference of the semi-
tone filtered spectrogram. We observed a significant in-
crease of the transcription performance with this addition.
2.2 Neural Network
The Bo¨ck and Schedl model uses a recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) using the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
architecture. Compared to feedforward neural networks,
RNNs are capable of learning temporal dependency of se-
quential data, which is the property found in music audio.
Also, the LSTM unit has a memory block updated only
when an input or forget gate is open, and the gradients can
propagate through memory cells without being multiplied
each time step. This property enables LSTM to learn long-
term dependency. In our task, the LSTM is expected to
learn the continuity of onset, sustain and offset within a
note as well as the relation among notes. The LSTM units
are also set to be bidirectional, indicating that the input
sequence is not only presented in order but also in the op-
posite direction. Throughout backward and forward layers
together, the networks can access to both history and future
of the given time frame.
While the Bo¨ck and Schedl model used a single network
that predicts 88 notes, we use two types of networks; one
predicts 88 notes or 12 chroma and the other predicts 12
chroma onsets. In the 88-note network, we reduced the
size to two layers of 200 LSTM units as it performed bet-
ter in our experiments. In the 12-chroma, we downsized
it further having 100 LSTM units on the first layer and 50
LSTM units on the second layer. On top of the LSTM
networks, a fully connected layer with sigmoid activation
units are added as the output layer. Each output unit corre-
sponds to one MIDI note or chroma (i.e. pitch class of the
MIDI note).
2.2.1 Backpropagation
Theoretically, LSTM can learn any length of long-term de-
pendency through backpropagation through time (BPTT)
with a desired number of time steps. In practice, it re-
quires large memory and heavy computation because all
past history of network within the backpropagation length
should be stored and updated. To overcome this difficulty,
a truncated backpropagation method [9] is usually applied
for long sequences (also with long time dependency). In
the truncated backpropagation, input sequences are divided
into shorter sequences and the last state of each segment
is transfered to the consecutive segment. Therefore, even
though the backpropagation is only computed in each seg-
ment, it can serve as an approximation to full-length back-
propagation. For a bidirectional system, however, the back-
ward flow requires computation on the full future and thus
the truncated backpropagation requires large memory as
well. To imitate the advantage of the truncated backprop-
agation within the computational availability, we split the
input sequence into relatively large sequences and perform
full-length backpropagation within each segment. We con-
ducted grid search on the segmentation length between 10
Figure 2. Examples of bidirectional LSTM networks that
predict 12 chroma: (a) ground truth, (b) without over-
lapping segmentation, (c) with overlapping segmentation.
Dotted lines indicate the boundaries of segments
frames to 300 frames (100 to 3000 ms) and finally settled
down to 50 frames (500 ms). This was long enough to
catch up the continuity of individual notes and also was
not computationally expensive. We conducted a compar-
ative experiment between a unidirectional model with the
truncated backpropagation and a bidirectional model with
a non-transferred segmentation. The result showed that the
bidirectional model performs better.
To reduce the amount computation, our model works in
sequence-to-sequence manner. In other words, the output
of the network is a sequence with the same length of in-
put segment. Therefore, frames on the edges of a segment
have only one-side context window. We observed that con-
tagious errors frequently occur on such frames as shown in
Figure 2b. To tackle this problem we split the input se-
quence with 50% overlapped segments and take only the
middle part of output from each segment. This procedure
significantly increase transcription result as shown in Fig-
ure 2c.
2.2.2 Network Training
In order to train the networks, we used audio files and
aligned MIDI files. The MIDI data was converted into a
piano-roll representation with the same frame rate of the
input filter-bank spectrogram (100 fps). For 88 notes and
chroma labels, the elements of piano-roll representation
were set to 1 between note onset and offset and otherwise
to 0. For chroma onset labels, only the elements that cor-
respond to note onsets were set to 1. The corresponding
audio data was normalized with zero-mean and standard
deviation of one over each filter in the training set.
We used dropout with a ratio of 0.5 and weight regular-
ization with a value of 10−4 in each LSTM layer. This ef-
fectively improved the performance by generalization. We
used the network with stochastic gradient decent to min-
imize binary cross entropy loss function. Learning rate
was initially set as 0.1 and iteratively decreased by a fac-
tor of 3 when no improvement was observed for valida-
tion loss for 10 epochs (i.e. early stopping). The training
was stopped after six iterations. Examples of the AMT
outputs are presented in Figure 3. To verify the perfor-
Figure 3. (a) An excerpt of music score from Beethoven’s
8th sonata. (b)-(d) the prediction outputs of the AMT sys-
tems: (b) 88 note (c) 12 chroma (d) 12 chroma onset.
mance, frame-wise transcription performance for the 88-
note AMT system was measured on the test sets. We used
a fixed threshold of 0.5 to predict the note presence and
measured the accuracy with F-score to make the results
comparable to those in [10, 11]. The resulting F-score was
0.7285 on average, which is better than the results of RNN
with basic units [11] and lower than those with fine-tuned
frame-wise DNN and CNN [10].
2.3 Alignment
The AMT systems return two types of MIDI-level features.
For chroma onset features, every onset was elongated for
10 frames (100 ms) with decaying weights of 1,
√
0.9,√
0.8, ... ,
√
0.1 as proposed in [6]. The resulting fea-
tures are combined by concatenation with either 88-note
or 12-chroma AMT output features. The corresponding
score MIDI was also converted into 88 note (or chroma)
and the chroma onsets are elongated in the same manner
before combined.
We used euclidean distance to measure similarity between
the two combined representations. We then applied the
FastDTW algorithm [12] which is an approximate method
to dynamic time warping (DTW). FastDTW uses iterative
multi-level approach with window constraints to reduce the
complexity. Because of the high frame rate of the features,
it is necessary to employ low-cost algorithm. While the
original DTW algorithm has O(N2) time and space com-
plexity, FastDTW operates in O(N ) complexity with al-
most the same accuracy. Mu¨ller et al. [13] also examined a
similar multi-level DTW for the audio-to-score alignment
task and reported similar results compared to the origi-
nal DTW. The radius parameter in the fastDTW algorithm,
which defines the size of window to find an optimal path
for each resolution refinement, was set to 10 in our experi-
ment.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Dataset
We used the MAPS dataset [14], specifically the ‘MUS’
subset that contains large pieces of piano music, for train-
ing and evaluation. Each piece consists of audio files and
a ground-truth MIDI file. The audio files were rendered
from the MIDI with nine settings of different pianos and
recording conditions. This helped our model avoid over-
fitting to a specific piano tone. The MIDI files served as
the ground-truth annotation of the corresponding audio but
some of them (ENSTDkCl and ENSTDkAm) are some-
times temporally inaccurate, which is more than 65 ms as
described in [15].
We conducted the experience with 4-fold cross valida-
tion with training and test splits from the configuration I 1
in [11]. For each fold, 43 pieces were detached from the
training set and used for validation. As a result, each fold
was composed of 173, 43 and 54 pieces for training, vali-
dation and test, respectively, as processed in [10].
3.2 Evaluation method
In order to evaluate the audio-to-score alignment task, we
need another MIDI representation (typically score MIDI)
apart from the performance MIDI aligned with audio. We
generated the separate MIDI by changing intervals between
successive concurrent set of notes. Specifically, we mul-
tiplied a randomly selected value between 0.7 and 1.3 to
modify the interval. This scheme of temporal distortion
prevents the alignment path from being trivial and was also
employed in previous work [6, 16, 17].
After we obtained the alignment path through DTW, ab-
solute temporal errors between estimated note onsets and
ground truth were measured. For each piece of music in
the test set, mean value of the temporal errors and ratio of
correctly aligned notes with varying thresholds were used
to summarize the results.
3.3 Compared Algorithms
To make a performance comparison, we reproduced two
alignment algorithms proposed by Ewert et al. [6] and one
by Carabias-Orti et al. [18]. We performed the experiments
with the same test set using the FastDTW algorithm but
without any post-processing. Ewert’s algorithms used a
hand-crafted chromagram and onset features based on au-
dio filter bank responses. Carabias-Orti’s algorithm em-
ployed a non-negative matrix factorization to learn spectral
basis of each note combination from spectrogram. The lat-
ter is designed only for audio-to-audio alignment while the
1 http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/sss31/TASLP/info.html
Figure 4. Ratio of correctly aligned onsets as a function of
threshold. Each point represent mean of piecewise preci-
sion. Some data points with lower than 80% of precision
are not shown in this figure.
former can be applied to both audio-to-audio and audio-
to-MIDI alignment. Therefore, we made an audio version
of the distorted MIDI using a high-quality sample-based
piano synthesizer and employed it as an input. We tested
Ewert’s algorithms for both audio and MIDI cases. The
temporal frame rate of features were adjusted to 100 fps
for both algorithms.
For the aligning task with Ewert’s algorithms, we used
the same FastDTW algorithm. But since the FastDTW al-
gorithm cannot be directly applied to Carabias-Orti’s algo-
rithm due to its own distance calculation method, we ap-
plied a classic DTW algorithm, which employs an entire
frame-wise distance matrix. Because of the limitation of
memory, when reproducing Carabias-Orti’s algorithm, we
excluded 35 pieces that are longer than 400 seconds among
the test sets.
Note that even though the dataset for evaluation is differ-
ent, the results of two reproduced algorithms were similar
to the results in their original works. The mean onset er-
rors of Ewert’s algorithm on piano music was 19 ms with
26 ms standard deviation [6]. The result introduced in the
original Carabias-Orti’s paper [18] shows a quite large dif-
ference in terms of the mean of piecewise error, but we
assumes that the difference is due to the change of the test
set. The align rate of original result and our reproduced
result were similar (50 ms: 74% - 69%, 100 ms: 90% -
92%, 200 ms: 95% - 96%). Hence, we assumed that our
reproduction was reliable for the comparison.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Comparison with Others
Figure 4 shows the results of the audio-to-score alignment
from the compared algorithms. They represent the ratio of
correctly aligned onsets in precision as a function of er-
ror threshold. Typically, tolerance window with 50 ms is
used for evaluation. However, because most of notes were
aligned within 50 ms of temporal threshold, we varied the
width tolerance window from 0 ms to 200 ms with 10 ms
steps.
Mean Median Std ≤ 10 ms ≤ 30 ms ≤ 50 ms ≤ 100 ms
Proposed with onset chroma 12.83 6.40 56.22 92.01 97.44 98.31 98.9888 note 8.62 5.57 31.14 91.60 98.00 98.97 99.61
Proposed w/o onset chroma 48.01 27.96 152.06 60.66 84.65 89.36 93.7288 note 25.31 18.69 63.26 56.39 86.42 93.05 97.48
Ewert et. al. (audio-to-MIDI) 16.44 13.64 32.52 71.78 91.38 95.50 98.03
Ewert et. al. (audio-to-audio) 14.66 11.71 25.38 71.53 92.43 96.91 99.13
Carabias-Orti et. al. 131.31 49.96 305.52 23.58 49.40 69.30 91.60
Table 1. Results of the piecewise onset errors. Mean, median, and standard deviation of the errors are in millisecond.
The right columns are the ratio of notes (%) that are aligned within the onset error of 10 ms, 30 ms, 50 ms and 100 ms,
respectively.
Overall, our proposed framework with 88 note combined
with the chroma onsets achieved the best accuracy. Even
with zero threshold, which means the best match with reso-
lution of our system (10 ms), our proposed model with the
88-note output exactly aligned 52.55% of notes. The ratio
was increased to 91.60% with 10 ms threshold. The pro-
posed framework using 12 chroma showed similar preci-
sion to the 88-note framework, but the accuracy was slightly
lower. Compared to Ewert’s algorithms with hand-crafted
features, our method shows significantly better performance
especially in high resolution. Over 100 ms of threshold,
our framework with chroma and Ewert’s method shows
similar precisions but the difference becomes significant
with the intervals under 50 ms. Note that we penalized
our framework compared to the audio-to-audio scenario
of Ewert’s algorithm because the audio-to-audio approach
takes advantage from identical note velocities. We sup-
pose Ewert’s algorithm performed better in the audio-to-
audio scenario rather than the audio-to-MIDI for the same
reason. Carabias-Orti’s algorithm shows lower precisions
compared to others. We assume that the difference mainly
comes from the usage of onset features.
For the fair comparison of the results, we should note that
our framework is heavily dependent on the training set un-
like the two other compared methods. On the other hand,
Carabias-Orti’s algorithm focused on dealing with various
instruments and online alignment scenario, which were un-
able to be fully appreciated in our experiment.
4.2 Effect of Chroma Onset Features
On the second experiment, we further investigate the effect
of chroma onset features. We removed the onset features
from each model and compared the mean onset errors and
shows their distribution. As can be seen in Figure 5, the
absence of onset features significantly decreases the per-
formance. Thus we conclude that employing chroma onset
features can compensate the limitation of normalized tran-
scription features. As we stated in Section 1, 88 note rep-
resentation shows much better results compared to those
with chroma output features especially without onset.
Table 1 shows the statistics of piecewise onset errors.
This shows that the use of chroma onset feature is crucial
in our proposed method. The median of piecewise onset
errors was decreased from 18.69 ms to 5.57 ms when ap-
plying chroma onset features to the 88-note system. The
Figure 5. Comparison of mean onset errors between mod-
els with/without chroma onset features. Each point corre-
sponds to mean onset error of a piece. Outliers above 60
ms of errors are omitted in this figure. Each number on the
top of the box indicates the median value in ms.
importance of the note onset feature for aligning piano mu-
sic was also examined in [6].
In addition to these experiments, we also aligned some
real-world recordings through the trained system. Even
though a quantitative evaluation has not been presented
here, the sonification of the aligned MIDI files shows promis-
ing results. The synchronized MIDI-audio examples are
linked on our demo website 2 .
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a framework for audio-to-score
alignment of piano music using automatic music transcrip-
tion. We built two AMT systems based on bidirectional
LSTM that predict note existence and chroma onset. They
provide MIDI-level features that can be compared with
score MIDI to be used for the alignment algorithm. Our
experiments with the MAPS dataset showed that the AMT-
based features are effective in the alignment task and our
proposed system outperforms compared approaches. The
88-note model with chroma onset worked best. We also
2 http://mac.kaist.ac.kr/˜ilcobo2/alignWithAMT
showed that chroma onset features take a crucial role in
improving the accuracy. In fact, the successful alignment
performance might be possible because we used the same
recording condition for both training and test sets. Consid-
ering this issue, we investigate the generalization capacity
of our model by evaluating it on various datasets in the fu-
ture. Also, we plan to improve the AMT system by using
other types of deep neural networks.
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